
Dressing up a Basic Box
Add-on moldings transform a bookcase
by Phil Lowe

E asily applied elements can dramati-
cally alter a cabinet's appearance. I
added clustered columns, an octag-

onal base, waist moldings and a blocked
cornice along with a quatrefoil and arched
surround to a simple frame-and-panel
base cabinet and an open bookshelf top
unit. The result was Gothic detailing that
would blend into my client's home. These
elements also create a dramatic play of
light and shadow, particularly in a piece to
be painted. And, ironically, the most com-
plicated detail I added, the intricately
carved cornice block, is the easiest to use.
It is a precast piece that simply glues in
place (see the story on p. 46).

Building the cabinets
The basic forms started with two rectangu-
lar boxes, as shown in the drawing on
p. 47. The tops and bottoms, arched sur-
round and backs were made up of -in.-
thick, lumber-core birch plywood. The
sides and doors were poplar frames with

-in.-thick birch plywood panels. Ogee
moldings glued and nailed around the in-
side edges of the door and side frames add
more detailing and shadow lines. Before
assembling the boxes, holes were drilled
into the stiles of the case sides for adjust-
able shelving pins. The cases were glued
and screwed together with the screws lo-
cated so the cornice, base and waist mold-
ings would cover the screw heads.

Adding a Gothic arch
To make the Gothic arch, the lumber-core
birch plywood was cut to width and
length. Plywood eliminated panel glue up
and minimized any expansion or shrink-
age that would play havoc with the cornice
and arched moldings. After the arch was

Add-on moldings create a new look—
Tacking on some simple moldings has
transformed a basic pair of boxes into a
Gothic showpiece. One key to the fine de-
tailing is the precast composition capital,
which saved hours of carving time.



laid out and bandsawn to shape, it was rab-
beted to receive the molding that covers
the plywood's edge. The molding for the
arch (see the drawing detail) was shaped
with an ogee curve on the front face, a
quarter round with fillet on the opposite
edge and a rabbet on the back to mate with
the rabbet on the plywood. The curved
section of this molding was faceplate-
turned on the lathe. These moldings were
cut to size, glued and nailed to the arch.
The arch was glued and screwed in place.

Joining top to bottom
Before assembling the two cases, filler
pieces were applied around the bottom of
the upper case, as shown in the drawing.
These filler pieces help position the top
and provide screw blocks for securing the
top to the bottom. The top case was then
positioned on the lower case and the cas-
es temporarily screwed together. The cas-
es can be separated for moving, but I
wanted the top and bottom units screwed
together when applying the waist molding
that hides the joint between the two units.

Applying base moldings
To provide a platform for the clustered
columns, two half-octagonal blocks were
glued to the face of the base cabinet, as
shown in the drawing. Two different base
moldings were mitered to wrap around
the corners and the octagonal blocks and
then glued and nailed in position.

Defining the waist
The waist molding was composed of a
lower cove, central torus and an upper
ogee and hides the joint between the two
cases. The torus is glued and nailed flush
with the bottom edge of the top case after
applying the half-octagonal blocks, as
shown in the drawing. The cove molding,
butted tight to the bottom edge of the
torus, provides a smooth transition into the
lower case. After applying the half-octago-
nal blocks, the cove was glued and nailed
to the top edge of the lower case. The

Molding hides joinery details—The
waist molding provides a smooth transi-
tion from upper to lower case, and it hides
the joint where the two units meet.

Details make the difference—The point-
ed-arch panel dressed up with detailing
sets off the upper bookcase unit. The au-
thor purchased the elaborate molded cap-
itals and only had to glue them in place.

ogee, the width of which was determined
by the distance from the top of the torus to
the top of the bottom shelf, was glued and
nailed. Make sure that the bottom edge is
seated against the top of the torus. It is bet-
ter to make this molding a hair wider than
needed than to make it too narrow. The
molding can be trimmed easily to the shelf,
but it wouldn't take much to sand through
the thin veneer face of the birch plywood
while leveling the shelf to the molding.

The cornice tops it off
The cornice at the top of the upper book-
shelves went on in three stages: the ogee

(or cyma recta) first, the reverse ogee (or
cyma reversa) second and the fillet last.
These moldings wrap around a rectangular
cornice block at the top of the clustered
column. The size of the block was deter-
mined by the precast capitals that I bought
(see the story on p. 46).

Capitals and columns
Once the cornice has been applied, the
capitals are pushed tight to the underside
of the cornice blocks and glued and
screwed to the case from the inside. The
two-piece clustered columns were fabri-
cated by molding the two edges on the in-



Precast ornaments save time, effort and money
Precast ornaments, or compo
decorations, are molded from
wood fibers or resins and
binders, usually hide glue. This
material can be molded accu-
rately to duplicate intricately
carved details (see the photo).
Precast ornaments can be
stained, and on painted pieces,
they can fool experienced
woodworkers. They cost from
a few dollars up to several hun-
dred dollars, but they can save
laborious hours of carving, es-
pecially on painted furniture.

Selecting precast orna-
ments: Although precast orna-
ments can be custom-made,
there's a vast array of stock de-
signs. To get the most out of
stock ornaments, however, it's
best to select ornaments dur-
ing the planning phase, so you
can alter the design to fit avail-
able sizes. All the suppliers of-
fer catalogs (see the sources of
supply box), and some of
these catalogs offer extensive
application, design informa-
tion and product listings. If
you're going to use compo
moldings regularly, the cata-
logs are quite helpful.

Durability and working
characteristics: Precast orna-
ments are fairly durable and
somewhat pliable when fresh.
After application or with age,
they harden to an almost china

consistency but not as fragile.
The manufacturers recom-
mend not ordering too far in
advance, so they'll be fresh
and more easily manipulated.

Because the ornaments are
made with hide glue, a sepa-
rate adhesive is not required.

Applying the ornaments:
No special surface treatment is
required, but surfaces should
be clean, dry, smooth and dust-
free to ensure a good bond.

To steam the ornaments,
you'll need a heat source, such
as a double hot plate or camp

Applying precast moldings is easy, requiring no special equip-
ment and can dramatically transform a case. And the moldings
are inexpensive compared to hand-carving the intricate details.

The glue is reconstituted by
steam, softening the ornament
and making it more pliable.
When steamed a bit longer
than usual, they can be molded
into concave shapes or around
convex curves by pressing
them in place with your fin-
gers. The decorations can be
applied to wood, plaster, dry-
wall, metal or mirrors.

stove, a tray large enough to
hold the ornaments and a -in.-
sq. mesh screen with canvas
stretched over it for setting the
ornaments on, as shown in the
photo. The pan or tray is filled
with water and heated on the
hot plates to a low, steady boil.
The canvas covered screen is
bent to support the ornaments
about an inch above the water

surface. Two or three orna-
ments at a time are set on the
canvas, which should be coat-
ed with a thin layer of hide
glue. The fresher an ornament
is, the less steam time it will
need: usually 30 seconds to
two minutes. Aged ornaments
will take longer. The ornament
is ready when the bottom sur-
face is slightly wet, sticky and
the ornament is pliable.

When the ornament is ready,
lift it from the canvas with a
spatula, and place it where
needed. You have a few mo-
ments to adjust and position it
before it begins to harden and
adhere. Be careful not to burn
your fingers, and be sure to
turn down the heat if you get
too much steam. Once the or-
nament is in place, a chisel or
knife can be used to clean the
ornament if needed.

The canvas should be kept
clean by dipping a brush into
the steaming water and scrub-
bing the canvas. Oversteaming
can cause the ornaments to be-
come too soft or too wet.
Oversteamed ornaments
should be left to cool, design
side down, or blotted on card-
board before applying. Cooled
ornaments can be re-steamed,
if necessary. If you place an or-
nament incorrectly, it can be
removed with a spatula within
10 minutes of application, re-
heated and reapplied. —P.L.

ner piece slightly more than quarter
round. The outer portion of the column
was molded to a shape a bit more than
half-round in section (see the drawing de-
tail on the facing page). These shapes
were glued and nailed together to form
the clustered columns and then cut to
length to fit between the octagonal blocks
and capitals on the upper case. Cluster
columns also were cut to length and glued
in place between the half-octagonal
blocks of the base cabinet.

Applied decorations
The quatrefoils and panels that reflect the
shape of the space above the arch are also
applied pieces. Their layout was done by
drawing concentric curves and parallel
lines to the arch, cornice and clustered
columns. Three circles were drawn to cre-

ate spaces around the quatrefoils and
space in the center. The quatrefoils were
drawn inside a circle concentric to the first
circle. Once molded and sanded, the dec-
orations were glued and nailed in place.

Decorating the doors
The doors were constructed with a solid
frame, plywood panel and ogee molding.
The outer edges of the door frames were
decorated with the same shaped molding
used along the inner edge of the Gothic
arch. This molding created a thicker door.
When mounting the hinges, the fillet of the
molding was aligned with the front surface
of the cabinet, and the hinge knuckle was
fully exposed for more swing.

Phil Lowe designs, fabricates and restores
fine furniture in Beverly, Mass.

Sources of supply
The following companies manufacture
or supply precast or composition
ornaments:

Bomar Designs, 2062 State Highway
265, Branson, MO 65616; (417) 338-
5133. Catalog: $8.

The Decorators Supply, 3610 South
Morgan St., Chicago, IL 60609; (312)
847-6300. Compo catalog: $15.

J.P. Weaver Co., 941 Air Way, Glendale,
CA 91201; (818) 500-1740. Catalogs:
$85 each. Catalogs (about 200 pages
each) cover four different topics:
historical applications, complete listing
of more than 8,000 different molds
available, design handbook and
custom-design services.



Gothic bookcase

Detail: Crown molding

Detail: Section A-A

Detail: Waist molding

Detail: Base molding

Simple moldings added to a pair of plain boxes
transform them into an elaborate Gothic showpiece.
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